
 

 
 
 

The sound of Silen at this years’ Clerkenwell Design Week 
 

 
Making their Clerkenwell Design Week debut, Silen will be joining leading interior, architects and 
industry professionals in showcasing their latest products and services at the forefront of the UK’s 
leading design festival which spans the 21 –23 May 2024. 
 
Silen create award-winning office pods, renowned for noise reduction, workspace mental wellbeing, 

and focus through the sound of silence. Following their initial unveiling at The Watercooler Exhibition 

in April, Silen will be showcasing their new to the UK Silen Rent service, a flexible, short-term 

commitment to their soundproof pods. Silen Rent provides users with the opportunity to lease pods 

instead of purchasing them outright, a more pragmatic, sustainable and cost-effective solution to 

modular office furniture. Catering to size and need, Silen Rent is available in 3 different pod sizes, the 

Silen Space 1, Space 1.5 and Space 2 – all of which come in various frame colours to suit any office 

environment and aesthetic. 

 

 
 

An essential stop on your map for this year's Clerkenwell Design Week is Kinnarps Showroom on 

Britton Street, a UK reseller of Silen products. Here, Silen will be displaying their top products, Space 

1 and Space 1.5, as part of their new Silen Rent service. 

 
As well as utilising one of their UK resellers showrooms to showcase their pods, Silen will also be 
present in the heart of Clerkenwell at Project on the Green situated at Clerkenwell Green. A well-



known hub for contract furniture and surface brands to be brought together, Silen will be using this 
space to display their portable Outdoor office pod and the Space 1 rental pod. 

 
Visitors to the Clerkenwell Green will be able to see in person just how inspiring an outdoor pod can 
be. Discover inspiration under the sky, Silen Outdoor pods are the perfect place to bring ideas to life 
a comfortable, functional and most importantly inspiring space that can be transported to any 
outdoor space work and collaborate in snowy wildernesses, green parks or hot pavements of a mid-
summer city site. Silen Outdoor creates a silent privacy space out in the open. Silen pods are easy to 
transport and ready to plug and play. Calm and elegant, made to withstand the harsh temperatures 
of the Estonian climate they can easily withstand extreme weather. 
 
Drop into the pod to sample traditional Estonian pastries and coffee each morning of Clerkenwell 
Design week from 9.30 am to 11.30 am or drop in for pre-evening drinks and try Estonian gin 
cocktails from 17.30pm whilst also experiencing the exceptional acoustic qualities of the pods. 
 

 
 
Sustainability takes centre stage in what Silen produces, with all their products being 
CarbonNeutral® certified, selecting only the materials that conform and comply with the strictest 
regulations available and reducing their carbon footprint through in-house efficiency measures, 
renewable energy and external emissions reduction projects. 
 
Following the exciting week at Clerkenwell, Silen Outdoor will remain in the city at to extend its role 
as a meeting and co-working hub. This decision not only reduces the transport emissions back to 
Tallinn, Estonia but also breathes a new life into the pod, providing an innovative workspace 
solution. 
 
The introduction of the revolutionary Silen Rent service, further aids Silen’s efforts and 
commitments to sustainability as well as championing the principles of a circular economy. 
 
 
 

 

// ENDS // 

 



 

For further images or information contact: 

Cora Kemp at cora@informare.co.uk + 44 (0) 7903481131 

Dominique Klesnik-Edwards at dominique@informare.co.uk + 44 (0) 7803082236 

 

 

ABOUT SILEN; 

 

Silen is an Estonian manufacturer of unique modular silent spaces that give everyone a chance to 

focus in an open space. Renowned and awarded for their commitment to quality, sustainability, and 

innovation, Silen's products are trusted in almost 60 countries across six continents. Every day, they 

are set on boosting creativity and on being a smart partner for businesses that care about the well-

being of their teams. Or in other words, about the quality of their ideas.  

 

Silen was born out of a company which has been focused on providing its customers with top-tier 

sound insulation for more than 20 years. Through partition wall systems, they have gained 

knowledge in room acoustics and learned how to control noise. With this knowledge Silen wanted to 

create a space that brings silence even into the noisiest environment.  
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